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74. A Note on Modular Forms rood p
By Masao KOIKE
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Sciences,
Nagoya University
(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., Oct. 12, 1979)

Let N be a positive integer and Z be a Dirichlet character mod N.
Let l"o(N)=
e SL.(Z)lc--O (mod N)
Letf(z) beacuspform

bd)
{(acsatisfying

}.
or all a=(ca bd) eFo(N).
f(a(z))=(cz-d)(d)f(z)
Then we call
a cusp orm of type
on

of weight/

f(z)
(k, ;)
Fo(N), and we denote
by S(N, Z) the space of all cusp forms of type (/, Z) on Fo(N).
From now we fix a prime number p, p_5. Let N be a positive
integer such that (p, N)-1. Let and Z be any Dirichlet characters
mod N and mod p respectively such that Z(-1)=l. Let t be the
order of

and put

=(p-1)(t-a)
t

with an integer a such that l_a_t

and (a, t)= 1. Let k be any even positive integer. Then we can prove
the following simple identities between dimensions of spaces of cusp
forms by using Hijikata’s trace formula [1]"
Theorem 1. The notations being as above, we have

dime S(Np, Z) dime S(+/._(N, ) + dime S(+/_(__(N, ).
As an application of Theorem 1, we can study some properties of
cusp forms mod p in the sense of Serre and Swinnerton-Dyer.
We fix our notations. We may fix N, and k. Take an algebraic
number field K of finite degree over the rational number field which
contains all eigenvalues of all Hecke operators acting on S(Np, Z) for
k
all Dirichlet characters Z mod p and on S,(N, ) for all

k’_-(p+l),

and p-th roots of unity. We fix a prime divisor p of K lying over p.
Let, be the normalized valuation of K attached to p so that ,(p)=pand o={a e K],(a)_l}, F=o/p.
For any Dirichlet character Z rood p, let
for all n >_
=1

.

V,

bq e S,(N, k)

g()
=1

beK

1),
for all n_> 1},

where q= e
Vz and V, are vector spaces over K with same dimensions as those of S,(Np, 4zZ) and S,,(N, ) over the complex number field.
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Let V be any subspace of vector spaces defined as above. We define
V(o)= f(z)=aqeVlaeo for all21

or

any

f= aq

in V(o), we define a formal

=1

ower

series

f

in

N[[q]] by

f= q
f is a cusp

form mod

where

a mod p.

in the slightly generalized sense than that

=

Serre and Swinnerton-Dyer. Put
{fl f V(o)}, then is the
N
the
over
with
same
dimension
as hat of V.
saee
Let W= pNy,
with some integers x and y, be a matrix with
determinant p. We define a linear operator on V by
(f W)(z)=p/(pNyz +p)_

pxz + l
).
f(. pNyz+p

Then Wv gives an isomorphism between V and Vz where is the
Dirichlet character med p such that 2(n)=the complex conjugate of
z(n). Since we fix a prime divisor p, there exists a unique Dirichlet
character mod p such that w(a)--a mod p for all a e Z, (a, p)= 1.
Hence if X is a Dirichlet character mod p with order t, there exists a
unique integer a, lgat, (a, t)=l such that
(p- 1)(t-a)
X= -(p-1)(t-a)/t. Put =
t
Theorem 2. The notations being as above, there is a decomposition of V into a direct sum of subspaces V,z and V2,z satisfying following properties"

1) dim V,z=dim cS(+/_(__,(N,),

dim V,=dimc S(+/_,(N, ).
2)

V,z=

This is a generalization of Theorem 11 in [2].

As a corollary of Theorem 2, we have
Corollary. For any Heeke operator T(n) of degree n, we have
the following eongruenee"
tr T(n) on S(Np, +x)--tr T(n) on S+/2___,(N, +)
(rood p).
+n’. tr T(n) on S+/_,(N, +)
Detailed proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 and other applications of
these results will appear elsewhere.
Note. Dr. K. Hatada informed us that he had already got similar
results to Theorems 1 and 2 in the ease K= 2,
the trivial character
mod N and x=the trivial character rood p in his doctoral thesis at
University o Tokyo, April 1979.
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